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The Manuscripts and Books of Joseph Conrad
Joseph Conrad: Almayer's Folly; An Outcast of the Islands;
Tales of Unrest; The Arrow of Gold and the Rover (Classic
Reprint)
Conrad's Secrets explores a range of knowledges which would have been familiar
to Conrad and his original readers. Drawing on research into trade, policing, sexual
and financial scandals, changing theories of trauma and contemporary war-crimes,
the book provides contexts for Conrad's fictions and produces original readings of
his work.

Tales of Unrest
Originally published in 1990, this is a comprehensive and annotated bibliography
of the writings on Joseph Conrad and his works. Covering the years from 1895 to
1975 it also includes indexes of authors, secondary works, periodicals and
newspapers, foreign languages and primary titles. Part of a series of annotated
bibliographies on English Literature in Transition, 1880-1920 this will be a valuable
resource for students of literature.

The Return
"You want more scepticism at the very foundation of your work. Scepticism, the
tonic of minds, the tonic of life, the agent of truth - the way of art and salvation."
Joseph Conrad wrote these words to John Galsworthy in 1901, and this study
argues that Conrad's skepticism forms the basis of his most important works,
participating in a tradition of philosophical skepticism that extends from Descartes
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to the present. Conrad's epistemological and moral skepticism - expressed,
forestalled, mitigated, and suppressed - provides the terms for the author's
rethinking of the peculiar relation between philosophy and literary form in Conrad's
writing and, more broadly, for reconsidering what it means to call any novel
'philosophical'. Among the issues freshly argued are Conrad's thematics of
coercion, isolation, and betrayal; the complicated relations among author, narrator,
and character; and the logic of Conradian romance, comedy, and tragedy. The
author also offers a new way of conceptualizing the shape of Conrad's career,
especially the 'decline' evidenced in the later fiction. The uniqueness of Conrad's
multifarious literary and cultural inheritance makes it difficult to locate him
securely in the dominant tradition of the British novel. A philosophical approach to
Conrad, however, reveals links to other novelists - notably Hardy, Forster, and
Woolf - all of whom share in the increasing philosophical burden of the modern
novel by enacting the very philosophical issues that are discussed within their
pages. Conrad's interest as a skeptic is heightened by the degree to which he
resists the insights proffered by his own skepticism. The first chapter introduces
the idea of the Conradian 'shelter', and the next two use Schopenhauer to show
how the language of metaphysical speculation in Tales of Unrest and 'Heart of
Darkness' spills over into a religious impulse that resists the disintegrating effect of
Conrad's skepticism. The author then turns to Hume to model the authorial
skepticism that in Lord Jim contests the continuing visionary strain of the earlier
fiction and Descartes to analyze the ways in which Romantic vision is more
stringently chastened by irony in Nostromo and The Secret Agent. The concluding
chapter touches on several late novels before examining how competing models of
political agency in Conrad's last great fiction of skepticism, Under Western Eyes,
situate it somewhere between ideology critique and a mystified account of the
exigencies of individual consciousness.

Tales of Unrest
Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best novels of all time •
Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American
Read Introduction by Caryl Phillips Commentary by H. L. Mencken, E. M. Forster,
Virginia Woolf, Ernest Hemingway, Bertrand Russell, Lionel Trilling, Chinua Achebe,
and Philip Gourevitch Originally published in 1902, Heart of Darkness remains one
of this century’s most enduring works of fiction. Written several years after Joseph
Conrad’s grueling sojourn in the Belgian Congo, the novel is a complex meditation
on colonialism, evil, and the thin line between civilization and barbarity. This
edition contains selections from Conrad’s Congo Diary of 1890—the first notes, in
effect, for the novel, which was composed at the end of that decade. Virginia Woolf
wrote of Conrad: “His books are full of moments of vision. They light up a whole
character in a flash. . . . He could not write badly, one feels, to save his life.”

Joseph Conrad and the Performing Arts
Tales of Hearsay & Tales of Unrest
"Tales of Unrest is a collection of five compelling short stories in which Conrad
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explores the nature of the soul and man's psychological malaise."--p. [4] of cover.

Under Western Eyes
Joseph Conrad and the Fictions of Skepticism
JOSEPH CONRAD (1857-1924) was one of the most remarkable figures in English
literature. Born in Poland, and originally named Josef Teodor Konrad Walecz
Korzeniowski, he went to sea at the age of seventeen and eventually joined the
crew of an English vessel, becoming a British citizen in the process. He retired from
the sea in 1894 and took up the pen, writing all his works in English, a language he
had only learned as an adult. Despite this, he was a master stylist, both lush and
precise. His outsider's eye gave him special insights into the moral dangers of the
great age of European empires. In his prefactory note to this volume, Conrad
wrote, "Of the five stories in this volume, 'The Lagoon,' the last in order, is the
earliest in date. It is the first short story I ever wrote and marks, in a manner of
speaking, the end of my first phase, the Malayan phase with its special subject and
its verbal suggestions. Conceived in the same mood which produced 'Almayer's
Folly' and 'An Outcast of the Islands,' it is told in the same breath (with what was
left of it, that is, after the end of 'An Outcast'), seen with the same vision, rendered
in the same method -- if such a thing as method did exist then in my conscious
relation to this new adventure of writing for print. I doubt it very much. One does
one's work first and theorizes about it afterwards. It is a very amusing and
egotistical occupation of no use whatever to anyone and just as likely as not to
lead to false conclusions."Includes a biography of the author.

Suspense: a Napoleonic Novel
Excerpt from Joseph Conrad: Almayer's Folly; An Outcast of the Islands; Tales of
Unrest; The Arrow of Gold and the Rover The dream Of Almayer is to bring this
beautiful girl back to Amsterdam - the cradle Of her people-to make her so wealthy
that people will forget the Malay stain; to have her rich, honoured, a leader in that
white society which alone seems to him worthy Of consideration. And the tragedy
is that Nina will have none Of these things. It is the savage instincts Of the mother,
not the civilized longings Of the father, that attract her. The white man had
wounded her in her earliest years. She had been sent to Singapore to be trained in
civilized ways and in the Christian creed; but she had been forcibly turned out Of
the white community and sent back to her father because a white man had
preferred the splendour Of her beauty to the paler charms Of the pure white
daughters Of the household. Hence she can listen with interest, and even with
greedy ears, to the hideous hag, her mother, even after that mother has poured
forth all the vials of her un reason, vulgarity, and savagery on the gentle, tender,
helpless dreamer who adores her - her father. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
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missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

Tales of unrest
Reproduction of the original: Tales of Unrest by Joseph Conrad

Tales of Unrest, and Typhoon
An intense, psychologically charged domestic drama, The Return is a brilliant and
haunting exploration of the insecurities that lie at the heart of human relationships.

Complete Works: Tales of unrest
Within the Tides
We knew him in those unprotected days when we were content to hold in our
hands our lives and our property. None of us, I believe, has any property now, and I
hear that many, negligently, have lost their lives; but I am sure that the few who
survive are not yet so dim-eyed as to miss in the befogged respectability of their
newspapers the intelligence of various native risings in the Eastern Archipelago.
Sunshine gleams between the lines of those short paragraphs—sunshine and the
glitter of the sea

Tales of Unrest
The Complete Works of Joseph Conrad: Tales of hearsay
Originally published in 1982, this volume follows others in the series. By looking at
the word frequency table, the user will find how many times the word occurs in the
work. The verbal index tells at what page and line number the word occurs. By
looking at the field of reference, the reader can see the word in its full context. This
volume is part of a series which produced verbal indexes, concordances, and
related data for all of Conrad’s works.

The Works of Joseph Conrad
Joseph Conrad - Tales of Unrest
Typhoon
Heart of Darkness & Tales of Unrest
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Joseph Conrad (1857-1924). Polish born, learnt English from scratch when he
arrived in Britain. Writings include: Heart of Darkness, The Secret Agent, Nostromo.
Volume covers the period 1895 - 1993. Includes Conrad's responses to his critics.

Joseph Conrad
Tales of Unrest
Joseph Conrad was a Polish-British writer regarded as one of the greatest novelists
to write in the English language. Tales of Hearsay is a posthumous collection of
four stories, published in 1911, the year after Conrad died, including The Tale,
considered to be the one of his best short stories. Tales of Unrest is the collection
of short stories where a reader will find many of Conrad’s most frequently explored
themes: isolation, distinctions between East and West, between colonial and
native, a discernment and critique of civilization.

Tales of Unrest by Joseph Conrad
DIVPolitical turmoil convulses 19th-century Russia as an assassination, government
intrigue, and betrayal force a young student to come to terms with accountability
and human integrity. /div

An Outpost of Progress Illustrated
The Works of Joseph Conrad: The rover
The Story of a Man Blinded by His Greed of Gold “The well-known shrill voice
startled Almayer from his dream of splendid future into the unpleasant realities of
the present hour. An unpleasant voice too. He had heard it for many years, and
with every year he liked it less. No matter; there would be an end to all this soon.”
- Joseph Conrad, Almayer's Folly Dutch Kaspar Almayer, a trader married to a
native Malayan and father of one daughter Nina, is obsessed with wealth. He seeks
in vain the lost treasure of Borneo and waits for the British conquerors in his
unfinished house named by a fellow seaman ‘Almayer’s Folly.’ A local prince in love
with Nina swears to help the Dutch find the gold but can he be trusted? Xist
Publishing is a digital-first publisher. Xist Publishing creates books for the
touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping everyone develop a lifetime
love of reading, no matter what form it takes

Complete Works
Conrad’s unfi nished novel that he was working on before his death in 1924, in
which he returns to one of his favorite subjects: the French Revolution. Unlike Duel,
his character here is a young Englishman named Cosmo Latham, who visits Genoa
during the days in which Napoleon was imprisoned on Elba, where a conspiratorial
environment of diplomats and spies of all colors pivot around the spectral fi gure of
the exiled emperor. Among the many people that Cosmo meets, there he meets
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Madame de Montevesso, a liberal aristocrat who has had the misfortune to marry
an unscrupulous soldier.

An Outpost of Progress Annotated
The Idiots
Tales of Unrest is a collection of short stories by Joseph Conrad originally published
in 1898. Four of the five stories had been published previously in various
magazines. This was the first published collection of any of Conrad's stories.

Karain, A Memory
'Twixt Land and Sea
The Works of Joseph Conrad: Almayer's folly, a story of an
eastern river. Tales of unrest
Almayer's folly. Tales of unrest
From the contents: Conrad's debt to Marguerite Poradowska (Susan Jones).- Conrad
and Alfred Russel Wallace (Amy Houston).- Conrad's The idiots and Maupassant's
La mere aux monstres (Gene M. Moore).- Conrad, Anatole France, and the early
French Romantic tradition: some influences (Owen Knowles).- 'One can learn
something from Balzac': Conrad and Balzac (J.H. Stape).

Almayer's Folly
"An Outpost of Progress" is a short story written in July 1896 by Joseph Conrad,
drawing on his own experience at Congo. It was published in the magazine
Cosmopolis in 1897 and was later collected in Tales of Unrest in 1898. Conrad in
1900 contributed this story to "The Ladysmith Treasury," to provide aid to English
citizens besieged in Ladysmith, South Africa, during the Boer War. Often compared
with Heart of Darkness, Conrad considered it his best tale, owing to its
"scrupulousness of tone" and "severity of discipline"

Conrad
Heart of Darkness
The idiots: Follows the story of Susan, a mentally deficient woman who bears four
children, all with the same congenital abnormality, and eventually loses her hold
on reality.
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Joseph Conrad
"An Outpost of Progress" is a short story written in July 1897 by Joseph Conrad,
drawing on his own experience at Congo. It was published in the magazine
Cosmopolis in 1897 and was later collected in Tales of Unrest in 1898. Often
compared with Heart of Darkness, Conrad considered it his best tale, owing to its
"scrupulousness of tone" and "severity of discipline".

Concordances to Conrad's Tales of Unrest and Tales of Hearsay
Conrad's Secrets
Offering an exciting forum for one of the most interesting and nascent areas of
Conrad studies, this collection examines major and neglected works within the
context of the performing arts, including popular theatrical traditions, early
cinema, shadow plays, Shakespeare, and opera. Taken together, the essays
provide, through solid scholarship and richly provocative speculation, new insight
into Conrad's oeuvre, and invite future dialogue in the burgeoning field of Conrad
and the performing arts.

Joseph Conrad
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints
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